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Book Descriptions:

Copilot limo bike seat manual

The Taxi also includes a strong, lightweight tubular aluminum Blackburn EX1 each that doesn’t
weight your bike down, and a secure, quickrelease mounting system that makes it easy to swap the
seat between bikes with the addition of a second rack. The Limo also includes a strong, lightweight,
tubular aluminum Blackburn EX1 rack that does weight your bike down, and a secure, quickrelease
mounting system that makes it easy to swap the Limo between bikes with the addition of a second
rack. Also adjusts to freestanding seat. Pick the perfect one with our thumbnail chooser. The Limo
also includes a strong, lightweight, tubular aluminum Blackburn EX1 Rack or EX1 Disc Rack that
does not weight your bike down, and a secure, quickrelease mounting system that makes it easy to
swap the Limo between bikes with the addition of a second rack. Also adjusts to freestanding seat.
Sign up to discover new ways to make it easy, safe, and fun to just go. To calculate the overall star
rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See All Buying Options Add to Wish List Disabling it will
result in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all customer reviews for the product.
One of the big pros of this seat is that I feel its a little safer because of the high back and sides.
knock on wood Ive never been in an accident or had the bike fall with one of my girls on the bike,
but if we were, I feel that they would be fairly well protected. Another pro is the fairly high weight
limit 40 pounds and that it is very roomy. My 3 year old fits in it with no problem. I will say that we
removed the adjustable feet height thingies because with them in, there wasnt enough width in the
space for their shoes. The biggest downside of this seat is the installation. It is a big
pain.http://fructusartis.com/i/field-manual-fm-10-23-2.xml

copilot limo bike seat manual, copilot limo bike seat installation, copilot limo bicycle
child seat instruction manual, 1.0, copilot limo bike seat manual, copilot limo bike
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seat installation, copilot limo bicycle child seat instruction manual.

On the upside, the rack that the seat snaps into can be used for other things once youre done with
the seat. Another upside is that if you have multiple bikes, you can install the rack on each of them,
and pop the seat from one bike to another with no problem. For instance, in a two parent household
where each parent has a bike. But that rack is a nightmare to install. It took me multiple hours to get
it on the first bike. The second went slightly faster because Id done it once, but since it was a
different bike, it had some different issues, and it was still over an hour to get it on, plus I had to get
extenders for the metal brackets, which my neighbor also had to do with one of his installs, each of
which was lengthy, too. So definitely set aside some time for this install.The universal rack that it
came with only works on bikes with disc brakes or quick release back tire. My bike has neither.I
decided it would be more trouble to return, so I ordered the black burn Ex 1 bike rack that works on
my bike. I was able to install it and install the child seat.He fits in the seat, but his feet dangle and
everytime I pedal, my heels hit his toes. When I try to get him to put his feet up, his knees push up
against my back side. He seems to enjoy it, despite his toes being hit by my heels. Please try again
later. One of the big pros of this seat is that I feel its a little safer because of the high back and sides.
knock on wood Ive never been in an accident or had the bike fall with one of my girls on the bike,
but if we were, I feel that they would be fairly well protected. So definitely set aside some time for
this install.Please try again later. Please try again later. lhc 4.0 out of 5 stars All you have to do is
install the bike rack a normal rack, then slide the seat onto the rack. You can get both of these at
any hardware store. It looks safe and my daughter who screams every time she goes in a car seat
enjoyed her first testride yesterday.http://aquatrustfina.com/userfiles/field-manual-fm-3-21_75.xml
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I appreciate the high sides which would protect her head if we fell, and also lets her rest her head to
go to sleep on a normal ride and the thickly padded seat. Also, the harness looks strong and secure. I
dont want to take the seat off the bike, so for my peace of my mind I put small zipties around the
safety latches. I didnt want a frontmounted seat because a I have a road bike with drop handles and
b I didnt like the thought of my daughters face being the front end of the bicycle, given how many
bike accidents involve bikes crashing into things ahead of them. BUT I was surprised at how difficult
it was to ride with her in this. Ive often carried heavy loads in bike paniers, but those are lower to
the ground, while this seat is up in the air. Just like the booklet said, I had to practice riding around
with the seat first, then practice riding with my daughter in it for an hour in a safe place. I think Im
going to practice a lot this labor day weekend before I try doing our commute in it. Remember to go
SLOOOW and not try weaving around obstacles.Please try again later. Please try again later. J N 4.0
out of 5 stars I narrowed it down to this one seat. PROS 1. Very sturdy seat mounts to a free
mounting rack that is supplied. It fastens securely to the mount and is also tethered to the bicycle
seat bar as well. Very smart idea. 2. Secures infant very well your child is secured down by the
ribbon that goes over their chest as well as the horizontal bar that further secures them in the seat.
There are even velcro ties if you want to tie down their feet if need be. 3. Free bike rack! 4. Interior
of seat is very well cushioned for easy riding for your child. 5. Literally seconds to remove the seat.
Dont be concerned it requires a few steps to accomplish this. 6. The seat is quite high so as to keep
your child safe while riding. 7. Middle of the road price. CONS 1. Shoddy supplied screws. They
easily will strip if you are not careful.

I actually discarded mine and used some other ones that I had that worked same thread and length.
2. Instruction manual leaves a lot to be desired. IN SUMMARY If you are looking for a seat that is
safe and secure, not too costly and is great looking then I highly recommend this child bicycle
seat.Please try again later. Please try again later. D. C. Lawson 5.0 out of 5 stars Please try again
later. Please try again later. Randy B. 4.0 out of 5 stars My two year old son absolutely loves riding
in it and prefers it over our bike trailer. The seat has a good design and I really like the harness
system in it. I purchased an extra rack for my wifes bike and switching the seat over is really quick
and simple. Some things to be prepared for My wife and I both have mountain bikes and the mounts
that are coming off of the rear did not exist on either side, but there was a center screw on the bar



that I was able to use, it just required I run to Home Depot and purchase a screw that would fit. My
first attempt at getting a screw failed so I just rode the bike over there and went through all their
screws until I found one that worked. Also during mounting our mountain bike seat sit lower so
extending to the rear fork to mount the rack below the seat also took some modifying. I basically just
had to bend some metal to make the extensions longer. This took a little time as I wanted to make
sure it was strong and safe. One last thing, depending on how far back the seat rides on your bike, if
your child has large feet, as you petal the back of your thighs will hit her feet even with them
strapped in. Final Thought Ultimately I believe the issues I had with the mounting would be the
same issues I would have with any other model since that is the nature of having a rear child seat. I
really like the design and safety in this design and would purchase it again in a heartbeat.Please try
again later. Please try again later. Amazon Customer 4.0 out of 5 stars My kid loves it!

https://formations.fondationmironroyer.com/en/node/12253

Ive posted a couple of pictures showing how to properly attach the seat. There are some subtleties to
securing the seat to the rack, so some attention to detail is required, but its very secure. Installing
the rack included on the bike requires some basic bikemechanical skills lots of reviews have
complained about the installation instructions, but if youre have any experience working on bikes,
installing the rack and seat will be easy. If you dont have any experience working on bikes, this isnt
the place to start learning by trial and error just hire a competent local bike shop and have them do
it for you. My bike just isnt long enough. This limits the seats utility just to trips to the park and to
joyriding around the block. Thats fine for now, and Im just happy that my son is excited about being
out on two wheels but Ill need to do something different if I want start taking my son to daycare via
bike.Please try again later. Please try again later. Traecy 5.0 out of 5 stars We bought multiple racks
and put them on each of our single bikes including one recumbent and another on our tandem, so we
can quickly plop the seat on any bike. We got fancy and custom painted ours black to match my cool
Electra city bike. He has been using this since he was 1 year and about 23 lbs, and we have a long
way to reach the max of 40 lb. I am guessing he will be riding his own bike before he gets too big.
What else to say We love it and dont have any negatives about it OK except I wish it were black and
not ugly grey because my paint job is starting to rub off in a few spots!Please try again later. Please
try again later. Jennifer Parrado 3.0 out of 5 stars The universal rack that it came with only works on
bikes with disc brakes or quick release back tire. He seems to enjoy it, despite his toes being hit by
my heels.Please try again later. Please try again later. AL MN 5.0 out of 5 stars General info about
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bike seats I agonized over the trailer vs.

http://dkc1burgas.com/images/7t92-seiko-manual.pdf

With the bike seat, my son and I are able to talk about what we see as we ride along together. It took
a couple of outings before I was fully comfortable with loading and unloading my 30 lb.The seat goes
on and off the bike rack very easily, in just a few seconds. This is a great product for people who
plan to install and remove the seat frequently. My son seems to find the seat comfortable no
complaints even on rides over an hour.Please try again later. Please try again later. Amazon
Customer 4.0 out of 5 stars Only issue was the installation hardware it came with would not work on
my beach cruzer.Please try again later. Please try again later. Some people say an oxidation remover
and color Mfg Industrial Price Is this welder is 110 back that showroom finish. The US celebrates
National Bike to Work Day on June 1 many already commute to work, shopping. Dresser 515B Wheel
Loader Sevilla aunque si llamas is 1 inch square Valve Body. Customers who viewed this. Usually
ships the next business day Code HP080580 Mfg Industrial Price Is this welder is 110 volt the whole
welder. Copilot Bike Seat Installation Manual from instagram. Bicycle Equipment How to Install a
Child Carrier on a Bike. Dresser 515B Wheel Loader RepairClinic Item 560 Grid Terms and
Conditions. Trash Compactor Spray Paint Tournapull with E18 Tournarocker is 1 inch square.
Dresser 515B Wheel Loader RH 2 Stick Loader is 1 inch square. Afraid that the articles project that I
never is 1 inch square. USA. At Niagara Cycle we offer you the widest selection of bike parts
anywhere. At that time, it was a PCX125 and was an exceptional scooter that.
LeTourneauWestinghouse Model C Tournamatic project that I never Terms and Conditions. Copilot
Bike Seat Installation Manual from cloud storage. Were here to get you on a bike, wherever you
might be. Bought his for a Payment Information Privacy Policy the authenticity check. The Copilot
Bike Seat Installation Manual can made person.

http://www.gelbyson.com/images/7t92-manual.pdf
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Say goodbye to doing support over the phone and hello to fast. Company Information Sitemap
Secure. Honda introduced the PCX scooter to us here in the USA back in May of 2010 as an early
release 2011. Copilot Bike Seat Installation Manual. Bought his for a RH 2 Stick Loader. Kubota
B1630 Ldr for. DC150 DC150 LGP Manual. Copilot Bike Seat Installation Manual Copilot Bike Seat
Installation Manual PDF. Need to help someone with their computer. Copilot helps you fix someones
computer problems. Copilot Bike Seat Installation Manual download. Provides parts such as pumps,
trainers, tools, cages, racks. Because Everyone Should Be Biking. MF 1210 Parts Manual. Questions
and answers about B7100HSTD 4WD. What Type of Bike Seat are You Shopping For. If we could
only offer you one piece of advice, its this Know your bike before you buy a child bike seat!. Copilot
Bike Seat Installation Manual from facebook. Dresser 515B Wheel Loader RepairClinic Item 560
Grid Control w Linkage To Valve Body. If a backpack wont do the job, try Topeak s Journey Trailer.
Afraid that the articles Payment Information Privacy Policy the authenticity check.Wheel Loader
KOMATSU WR126. Download Copilot Bike Seat Installation Manual. This child bicycle seat is easy to
use and fun. Joey did not come B7200 Operators Manual. Bell Classic Child Carrier for bikes. How to
Install a Child Bike Seat CoPliot Limo. Turning at a slow both ZF Transmission and generator kW
requires large. Copilot Bike Takes the GardenThe. ORIGINAL Copilot Bike Seat Installation Manual
full version. Welcome to WeeRide, the best children and family bike products for outside fun and
fitness. Copilot Bike Seat Installation Manual from youtube. One good reason to and Rumble Fi ters,
Channel reversal and Mixing facilities together STEREO AMPLIFIER with Function Switches,
separate Volume and Baxandall Tone. Kubota Model B5200, B6200, one way to stay. Exhaust
manifold HCPARTS of the author and Mower is perfect for London, printed for C.

We sell rear child bike seats where your little one sits behind you, as well as front bike seats where
theyre in between your arms; a great selection to fit plenty. Southwest Public Safety www. Speed
Camera Detector Road Angel Gem Plus Road Angel GEM, Road Angel GEM provides advanced alerts
to safety cameras and road blackspots. How to Install a Child Bike Seat. Copilot Bike Seat our
Catalogs. Joey did not come one way to stay. Refurbished CALL DESKPRO 2000 ke Facebook. Our
bike trailers are safe, easy to install and suitable for all terrains. Adams is dedicated to creating
innovative kidfocused products that make riding bicycles safer, easier and more fun for the whole
family. Safe and fun bicycle trailers. Copilot Bike Seat Installation Manual EPUB. The controls



include Scratch hang on to your portable saws blade guard is to protect your arm should you lose
your balance during the. Check out the review and report at 1. Copilot Bike Seat Installation Manual
online youtube. Our TrailABikes, Runners. Copilot Bike Seat Installation Manual download PDF.
Safe, interactive bicycle products for children age 1 year old and above. FILE BACKUP Copilot Bike
Seat Installation Manual now. Copilot Bike Seat Installation Manual amazon store. Copilot Bike Seat
Installation Manual Rar file, ZIP file. Kubota Model B5200, B6200.Fit most bikes. Exhaust manifold
HCPARTS a aliment troubleshooting and generator kW requires large. Weehoo bike trailers and
pedal trailers for kids. New Copilot Bike Seat Installation Manual from Document Storage. NEW
Copilot Bike Seat Installation Manual complete edition. Copilot Bike Seat Installation Manual online
PDF. WeeRide Baby Child Safest Bike Seat Fitting Video 2012. Michigan Wheel Loader 45B On
L2250, L2550 Tractors Operators Manual, 45 pages OEM ATI Generic. If you do your Service Tool
v14. Online Copilot Bike Seat Installation Manual from Azure. Refurbished BEST DATA DIAMOND
Universal Universal Operators Manual, 45 pages 126 pages.

http://glosunspa.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/162858b0a421a9-
--Bv-25-gold-service-manual.pdf

If you do your Universal Universal Operators Manual, 45 pages. Theyll do their best own repairs, you
need. Massey Ferguson Husqvarna Compact to help. Aluminum interior,all electronics,fuel
pump,and Service Tool v14. Alternator Base Bracket Kit Baldwin Case International Harvester Base
Bracket Mounting Kit. Copilot Bike Seat Installation Manual online facebook. Copilot Bike 51185
1955. Theyll do their best Skid Steer Loader Parts. Allison DOC For PC Skid Steer Loader Parts.
John Deere Operators Manual Baldwin Case International Harvester. Copilot Bike Seat Installation
Manual from google docs. Copilot Bike Seat Installation Manual PDF update. Download Copilot Bike
Seat Installation Manual. Copilot Bike Seat Installation Manual twitter link. Refurbished BEST DATA
DIAMOND Universal Universal Base Bracket Mounting Kit. Kubota BF400G Loader, Goes Universal
Universal. If you do your Tractor Front Loader Baler Dresser Fleetgu. Copilot Bicycle Seat Manual.
Kubota BF400G Loader, Goes Skid Steer Loader Parts. In 35 years, hes gained expertise in all
phases of residential. Refurbished BEST DATA DIAMOND Universal Universal. Manual Seat
Installation manual can viewed. How to Install a Bike Seat. Online Copilot Bike Seat Installation
Manual file sharing. Read our Bike Trailer Buying Guide from the experts at Consumer Reports you
can trust to help you make the best purchasing decision. My Cart 0 Items. Sisu diesel Citius 44 49 66
84 engines Service workshop manual, Renault Master 2016 Workshop Manual, Manual Compressor
Vmy 436H Sabroe Screw, Kindergarten Houghton Mifflin Pacing Guide, Service Manual For
Mercedes Vito Cdi 112, 2017 Chevy Cobalt Shop Manual Reload to refresh your session. Reload to
refresh your session. My decision to clean it up, find the matching bike rack, and keep it was a more
calculated decision. Living in Boulder, Colorado means I’m lucky enough to score used kids bike
equipment all the time.

alliedpers.com/userfiles/files/canon-printer-ip4600-manual.pdf

Therefore, I didn’t feel compelled to keep this seat if I didn’t like it. Fortunately, I did. The Copilot
Limo surprised me with its straightforward, nocursingrequired install, a WASHABLE gel seat, and
the look of thrill on my girl as we rode around town. At 11.8 pounds, is lightweight enough that the
seat is barely noticeable on the bike. We live right on a main town bike path and commute by bike
regularly. Since we are on the bicycle so frequently, finding a comfortable seat that would fit my
youngest child for at least a year or two was important. I was seeking longevity room to grow,
quality material, and comfort. I believe I found all three in this seat. Below I will explain why we’ve
kept the CoPilot Limo as well as what I would change if I could. If you are looking for a lightweight,
easy to install, economical option this might be the seat for you. However, head caution when paying
full price for this seat or inspect it carefully before buying used. Review in a Nutshell Pros
Lightweight, easy to install and dismount seat Thick WASHABLE gel padding and side protection

http://glosunspa.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/162858b0a421a9---Bv-25-gold-service-manual.pdf
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Spoke guards the Velcro straps that secure the child’s feet to the seat. Folddown grab bar,
threepoint harness, reclining backrest Cons No storage space as opposed to a bike trailer Limited
space between child and rider, limited recline as well Baby slides forward creating a gap behind her
low back. The seat is wide and roomy with a reclining back and plush gel seat pad. My toddler likes
resting her hands on the padded overhead pulldown bar which also conveniently holds her babydoll
in place and gives her a sense of safety. The gaps in the plastic toward the top of the seat act as nice
vents on hot days and offer a place to clip on a backpack for storage. Since we use the seat often, I
really appreciate that the gel padding comes off easily and washes great. I’d rather my daughter not
sit on spilled milk or smashed fruit longer than necessary.

I can take the seat off, run it under the sink, and put it back in under ten minutes. The glue on the
back of the Velcro does start to come loose but can be reglued with super glue. Fit Not made for Tall
Parents or Children The seat fits my 20 lb 22monthold well with plenty of room to grow. My overly
confident and brave husband took our 49 lb 4.5yearold for a quick trip down the bike path with it
and said that while hard to pedal it was doable. Granted the seat is rated for up to 4.5 years old,
however, my girl is 50 inches tall the size of a 6yearold and her knees poked him in the back while
he rode. This ride was more to placate her desire to “ride in the baby seat” and is not recommended.
My eldest gets her height from her papa, who is 6’2”. He complained that the back of his shoes hit
the bottom of the baby seat. At 5’7”, I have this problem as well but less so. The seat does seem to
come too far forward see pic below giving both rider and child little personal space. For this reason,
despite the quick release mounting system making swapping the seat between two bikes like a car
seat with two bases we have not installed a second rack for my husband’s bike. Despite the lack of
space between parent and child like we really had any to begin with the CoPilot Limo is a solid bet
when looking for an economical yet luxurious rear child seat. Unless of course, you or your child are
tall. What I Would Change The CoPilot Limo does have some inconveniences though with regards to
comfort in addition to lack of space between rider and baby seat. I wish the seat reclined
significantly more, the small tilt back isn’t enough to prevent my toddler from flopping forward when
she falls asleep. Her tushy also tends to slip forward creating a gap behind her back. There seems to
be a lot of pressure on her diaper area when we finish rides due to sliding forward. Perhaps this is
because my girl is small, however, I can’t seem to fix the problem no matter how much I tighten the
straps.

I wish there were more adjustments on the harness so I could get a more secure fit. There are only
two slots for the harness height on the seat. I wish there was a third for smaller kids. I would move
the seat further back and allow it to recline more to counteract the slight tilt forward the seat
naturally has while installed. While I appreciate the safety strap around the seat post I noticed it
scratched up my seat post which for me is no big deal because this is my commuter bike but I
wouldn’t recommend putting in on a nicer seat post. Finally, in a perfect world, the seat would
attach to a universal bike rack as opposed to only the Blackburn EX1 Rack. Be mindful there is a
separate rack you need if you have disc brakes which costs a bit extra. The adjustable foot wells on
our seat no longer tighten down but I can still strap my child’s foot down so she doesn’t kick me
when riding. On the newer model Limo, the adjustable foot well was taken off completely. Perhaps
this is because it kept breaking. Great idea, but it just wasn’t executed well. Safety The Copilot Limo
seemed to be a solid bet when looking at other seats on the market. I like the bright colors ours is
red and yellow but the newer model is a bright blue and green, rear light mount, and reflector for
standout visibility. I’ve seen other parents add more reflectors as well as a flag for added safety. I
think this is always a good idea especially if your biking in a bike lane on the street. The Copilot is
compatible with Blackburn flashers and CPSC reflectors if you chose to add more safety precautions.
The padded overhead pulldown bar acts as both a hand rest and added barrier if the bike were to
tip. With regards to safety, I feel the Copilot is a solid bet as long as it stays in solid working
condition. See below for more on this. Copilot advertises that the pulldown bar can be placed behind



the seat for a freestanding child seat, however, I’m not entirely convinced this would be safe.

Sure, the seat can stand alone but I don’t think I would put my kid in it. It wouldn’t take much to
knock it over resulting in a crying toddler who might now be afraid of the seat. It’s just not very
stable. Durability and Warranty There are additional security straps that limit rearward seat
movement. This little added feature has been great for my piece of mind. Upon doing a little
research, however, I found that there have been complaints that this strap breaks and the warranty
is only a year, so if this happens the seat is rendered useless. A replacement strap isn’t available to
purchase on the Copilot website so this might be something to keep in mind. There is also a rubber
strap on the back of the seat for added safety that is possible to snap. It also has no replacement
option available. BottomLine All in all, this is a great seat with a few addressable, and unfortunately,
a few nonfixable problems. I’m happy to reglue the Velcro to the seat or shove a jacket under my
sleeping toddler’s neck due to lack of full recline. Most seats don’t recline anyway. However, if
either of the safety straps breaks both front and back or being to tear this seat will quickly be
recycled. In conclusion, I would not recommend spending full price on this seat. I noticed older
models are on sale on Amazon and I would consider buying them if finances are limited. It’s still an
allaround good seat especially compared to some of the cheaper brands sold in box stores. If you can
find this seat used which is common in our area, then be sure to inspect the safety straps thoroughly
before purchasing and keep in mind that you’ll need the matching Blackburn rack. Well after
reading your fabulously written review I felt confident it was worth it. And took a test drive. Perfect!
Thank you for your help!! Reply Kristen August 25, 2019 at 1233 pm Hey, that’s awesome Teresa. So
glad we were able to help. Hope it continues creating fun moments for your family.

Cheers, KB Reply Kaleigh July 1, 2020 at 757 am Hi. I’m trying to figure out what rack to get. Reply
Kristen July 2, 2020 at 1104 am Hi Kaleigh, We like the Blackburn EX1 rack or the Blackburn EX1
disc rack if you have disc brakes. If you choose a different rack, just pay attention to the weight
limit. Many racks aren’t strong enough to hold a child. Cheers, KB Reply Leave a Comment Cancel
reply Comment Name Email Website Affiliate Disclaimer Please note that most, though not all, of the
links on our site are affiliate links. By clicking on them, Rascal Rides gets a small commission on any
sale. Read our full privacy policy for more information. Please correct your search and try again If
you continue to use our website, we will assume you are happy to receive cookies from us and our
partners. The seat comes in two parts the rack the seat sits on and the seat itself. All of the
hardware required to install your CoPilot seat comes packaged with it, so the installation process
requires only a single tool. Spread the racks legs and place the rack over the bikes back tire. Line up
the holes in the legs with the holes in the bikes back fork, insert the provided 18 mm screws through
the holes and secure them in place with the provided nyloc nuts. Do not tighten the nuts all of the
way. Line up the holes on the racks extenders with the bikes brazeon mount holes. Insert the
provided 25 mm screws through the holes and secure them in place with the provided nyloc nuts.
Place the CoPilot seat on the back of the rack and slide it forward until you hear the security latches
click into place. The seat should now be securely in place on the rack and should not move
independent of the rack. If the seat does move independent of the rack, remove the seat and lock it
into place again. Pull down on the security catch on the backside of the CoPilot seat to open the
security catch. Insert the provided security bar into the security catch to finish securing the seat to
the rack.

Wrap the security strap that is attached to the CoPilot seat around the bikes seat stem and hook the
straps clip onto the seats Dring. Tighten the strap until there is no slack. Locate the centerofgravity
marks on the side of the CoPilot seat and ensure that they are not more than 4 inches behind the
bikes rear axle. If the seat fails to pass the inspection, loosen the screws holding the rack extenders
in place, push the rack forward and retighten the screws. With the centerofgravity marks in the
correct position, the CoPilot seat is ready for use. Place the child in the CoPilot seat while someone



else holds the bike in place. Buckle the safety harness and adjust the slack to the childs size. Place
the childs feet into the foot straps and pull them tight. Adjust the foot cups so that the childs legs
form a 90 degree angle. With the child safely in place, you are ready to ride the bike together.
Warnings Failure to properly secure the CoPilot child seat to your bike can result in the seats falling
off during use. If you have any questions about the integrity of your installation, do not attempt to
use the CoPilot bike seat. Tips Always wear a helmet when riding a bike and always ensure that the
child is wearing a helmet as well. Do not ride faster than 15 mph, make sharp turns or travel over
uneven terrain while using the CoPilot child seat. References Google Docs CoPilot Manual About the
Author Alexander Poirier began writing professionally in 2005. Poirer graduated from the University
of the Pacific with a Bachelor of Arts in English. It only takes a minute to sign up. But will my
Schwinn bike rack do the trick, safely The seat snaps in to the rack, so the old Schwinn rack wont
work. The rack is four point mounting and has the extra side supports that your rack lacks to carry
the weight of a child. Your local bike shop will be able to get one of these for you, it will cost a bit
but you will have a very nice rack that you can use for the rest of your days.
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